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This Week

U NM Grapplers Gymnasts

HOUSE OF HALLMARK
offers the lar!Jest selections of St.

To Enter WAC- Tourney

Patrick's and Easter cards in this area, ·

Also

y

All paper ~:~oods for the Bride to be.
Free Wedding Planner book with
Complete Order.
Com~> in

BANQUET ROOMS

were defeated by defending WAC
champion Arizona 186.55-176.25
in Tucson.
UNM Improved
New Mexico is expected to improve on its last place finish in
1966 but may not have the depth
to sideline the defending champions. In duals with other WAC
schools, ;the Lobos have defeated
Utah, Arizona State University
and Brigham Young University.
Wrestlers Enter 5
Coach Ron Jacobsen will only
enter wrestlers in fiv~J weight divisions. New Mexico has not had
entries in the first three divisions
in the last month because of injuries and takes a dual record of
3-14 into the WAC finals.
New Mexico's hope for points
rides with 177 pound Floyd Shade
who enters with a 9-3-2 record.
One of his losses came when he
was shifted to the heavyw~Jight
division. The other Lobo entries
include 145 pound Mike Kennedy
(4-8-1), 152 pound Bill Kirby (9·
5-0), 160 pound Bob Scott (3-5)
and 167 pound C. A. Bowerman
(7-5-1).

Two varsity teams at UNM
will enter Western Athletic Conference championships this week
as the gymnastics team travels
to Salt Lake City, Utah, and the
wrestlers travel to the campus
of Ari:wna State University in
Tempe.
Coach Rusty Mitchell's gymnastics team takes a glossy 11-1
season record to the two day meet
on the campus of the University
of Utah after losing its first dual
of the season last week. The Lobos

""d Compare

3501 Lom<Js Blvd, NE

Sanitone Professional
DRY CLEANING
plus

FAST two-way radio
Pic:k-up & Delivery

Call 2:43-5671 today!
SHE LIKES TO GO

FORMAL!
SIMON'S RENTS TUXEDOS
COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10.00
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Season Beqins

Russell, Quinn Vie
In Tennis Tourney

+~A
L_'IJ.

~.;1'(~~, I fi~Pfca.,l' fl fA~.. ~

'FIRST AND GOLD

PIAL 247-4347

New Mexico's t e n n i s team
kicked off the 1967 season with a
5-2 win over Texas Tech Monday
at the University courts.
Old stand-bys Ted Russell and
Jeff Quinn led the way with easy
wins. Tony Bull also added a singles win. Van Bill and Bob Stehwein dropped their matches.
Bull and Bill and Quinn and
Russell teamed to sweep the doubles competition.
The next match is scheduled
here March 17.

AUT -0-CAR
AUTOMATIC CAR WASH NOW OPEN!

BAINES SHAMROCK STATION
500YAtESE

FREE CAR WASH TOKEN WITH FlllUP
lB Gal. Min.)
STUDENT SPECIAL (With Student Card)
15% Discount on all ac:cessories
20% Discount on all Labor

Regarding Your

SUNDAYS 1~4 P.M.

Belvue-Eubank Christian Restaurant

Horn Declares lnt riri~,{
.,..
To Seek Presiden ··~·i1AN l\'f;,~

298-6876 or 256-9579

:l

WIGS FOR

N

.....

Special order of
Wigs made for the

By CHUCK REYNOLDS
Student Senator Tom Horn announced his candidacy for the
position of Associated Students
president at the Student Senate
meeting la~>t night. Elections are
scheduled to be held late next
month.
Born is the first candidate for
any office to make an official announcement.
ASUNM Vice President Jim
McAdams, who presides at senate meetings, said "I tllink that
it's a little bit silly to be already
thinking about the upcoming elections and the next session while
we still have important programs
to work on."
"Wasting Energy"
McAdams said further that
"We're wasting energy on politics; l think a lot of us have election fever."

London Look
100% Human Hair
Will clean well
Will wear well

$59.95

Special on Frosting & Marbling

$15.00

La Schells Beauty Salon
265-4010

621 Amherst NE

CONFIRMED RESERVATIONS
1/3 OFF

N

saY Pa t P
S

Financial aid from the Central
Intelligence Agency did not impair the independence of the National Student Association, a
group of 12 past NSA presidents
said recently.
In a joint letter, 12 of the NSA
presidents from 1952 to 1964 11aid,
"without substantial funds, NSA's
international program would have
been immobilized."
Immobilization
"Each of us concluded that,
without question, we would have
chosen immobilization if the only
funds available were conditioned
on impairment of the independence of any of NSA's principles
or programs," said the presidents.
The letter continues, "Allegations that we were trapped or
duped are arrant nonsense.'' The
presidents were fully informed of
the CIA relationship after being
elected to office and each authorized the continuation of CIA
funds.
St'lldents Must Aid
NSA officials believe that the
American students must participate in world affairs in order to
create a better international atmosphere. The letter emphasizes
three aspects of NSA foreign
policy:
First, "NSA consistently supported and sought to strengthen

HOLIDAY OR ANY DAY
TTA Youth Fare ldenliticalion Cards, for

young adults 12 to 22, permit unlimited
travel throughout the TTA six state system
with confirmed reservations any day, any
flight, and at 1h off the regular applicable

SERVlCES

fare.
A Youth Fare Identification Card, good for

OR€•W3Y

CLEAN, oil and .adjust portable typewrit.ers $9.00, Electric $12.60, Standar~
$11.00. Special lor UNM Studenta. Free
Pick Up & deliverY. E & E Typewriter
Service,. 2217 Coal SE. Phone 243-0588.

265-8288

OFFICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT

LOST

Margherita M. Henning, Ph.D.

LOS'r: A gold ring with two topa< ston ...
nnd two small diamonds. Lost around
the SUB. Call ZGS-6462, Reward offered •.
3/8, U, 10.

on. )ear from date of issuance, costs only
$10 and is honored by most other airlines,
apply today!
For information call your TTA College Sales
Manager.

Tam Key
296·41611

Account Overdrawn

Dennison Vetoes
Bill 10nmAllocation

CLIP COUPON and mail with membership fee to:
Sales Department, TIA
P. 0, Box 60188,

Houston, Texas 77060
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FREE Static Wheel Balance
with eoch purchase of o

.

Heavy Duty Shock Absorber
with this coupon

GLOBE AUTO CENTER
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Lomas at Louisiana NE
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Application For Youth Fare Identification Card
(PLEASE PRINT)

•

Age

Applicant's Name
Address

State

City
Schoof Attending

bate of Birth
Weight
Height
Card No. Issued

Date llf 22nd Birthday
Color Eyes

Color Hair

At

Date

Exp. Dale

Issued By

Card llolder's Signature
Application Must De Accompanied

by $to.oo
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lHt AIRLINE WITH THE EXTRA TOUCH OF SERVICE ·
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said "the purpose of this speech
is to lay before the senate the
problems of student government
at UNM.''
He said, "the root from which
most of the problems st~Jm is the
ima6C of student government,"
which he termed "poor." He subdivided the causes into four categol:ies: student attitude, faculty
attitude, outside attitude, and student government's attitude itself.
Lack of Participation
Horn cited lack of participation in election as an example of
the students' attitude. He cited
the fact that few senators had
received invitations to meet the
new administrative vice president
as an example of faculty attitude,
and pointed out the lack of support by the New Mexico legislature as an example of outside attitude.

in hsis
adAdress toNsenatee,Ie:IorndeHdorn asMSl'rtedtohatnstudeentygov,-

ON

EFFICIENCY apartments, 1 block weot of
UNM, $79.60 to $86.00, all utilitieo paid.
Some with lmprovemento. Fnrrllsbod, olfatreet parking. Call Sam Cooper, 265·
8571, eve&. 842-SZBO. Calrd-N'orris Realty,
2/6, 9, 10.
LARGE apartment, 2 bedroom, new farn·
ishlngs, ellieieney kitchen. AD utilities In·
eluded. Call Sam Cooper, 265-8671, ev<!l.
842-8280. Caird-Norria RI!Aity. 2/6, 9, lG,

COUNSELING SERVICE

·.·...

- ..

FOR RENT

COLLEGE CAREER

MAR 2 9 j~¢
0
,.,>;...
··~

'

GIRL experienced in housework to do
chores 3 hours a day, Monday through
Frida)'. Hours can be set to meet
schedule. Loeatlon is near Sigtlla Chi
House. Call 243-3493.
3/S, 9, 10.
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Buffet-All you can eat $1.50

HELP WANTED

.

408 San Mateo NE

Home Style Cooking, Dinners
Cakes, Pies, & Hors d'oeuvres

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 1l6~-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
must be sabm1tted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
271·4102.

. . . . ,... ·.If You Have a Problem

Consult

CATERING SERVICE

WANT ADS

????? ???

Curriculum
Or Your Career •

Accommodations for 10-300 people
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, Private Parties

Se11ate
10 which allocated
$281.66 to send two delegate~ to
a conference of the National
School Volunteer Program was
vetoed Monday by Associnted
Students President Dart Dennison.
Dennison said that the Activi·
money was to come was already
ties account from which the
overdrawn and he didn't think
we could aft'ord to send two peo•
pie.
"I vetoed the bill and sent Senat a letter !laying t would sign a
bill which would send one dele·
gate," said Dennil!on.
Senator John Thorson, who in·
troduced the bill, said that it
would be too late to pass another
bill because the money for delegates was supposed to be sent
yesterday.

reS

•Ide n t S

democratic student organizations
and •. , encouraged their formation where they did not exist."
Second, "NSA's attitude was
consistently but not uncritically
sympathetic to nationalist aspirations.''
Ideological Pariahs
Last, "NSA chose to deal with
the Soviets and Eastern Europeans rtot as ideological pariahs
but as political adversaries in a
changing world."
In the opinion of the 12 past
presidents, this international pl'O·
gram would have been impossible
without adequate funds. NSA
consistently searched for other
sources of money, but the relationship with the CIA was "the
only realistic and responsible altnrnative available to us at that
time."
Safeguards Set Up
NSA officials set up certain
safeguards to the independence of
their organization, including informing senior elected officials of
the NSA-CIA relationship so that
"no possibility could exist of bypassing the duly elected leadership of the Association, which
could reappt•aise the relationship
annually."
The letter states that the "absence of controls should be absolutely clear ••. " All NSA policies
were approved by the National
Student Congresses. The fact that
manl' NSA policies conflicted with
American foreign policy should be
evidence of the lack of CIA con~
trol, the letter says,

"'"'
ernment's "lack of empha~'ii
the student" has been one of the
primary causes of "our floundering image.''
"In short, I call for 'a new
image' for student gov(!rnment
and for UNM," he said. He concluded saying that "It is with the
humility of purpose and the steadfastness of desire that I begin to
seek the office of president of the
Associated Students."
An intense race for ASUNM
president has been predicted by
student government observers this
year, but no other candidate has
yet made any official announcement of candidacy.

.·

.

·..
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Alums Are Asked
T0 Protest for U.
All UNM alumni were asked
last week to contact legislators
in Santa Fe to st1·ess the importance of the recent Board of
Educational Finance budget for
New Mexico colleges and universities.
Financial advisors to Governor
David F. Cargo indicawd recently
that the budget :tor higher education may be cut by $2,850,000
next year. The action might :force
a: reduction in salaries for faculty
and staff, prohibitive tuition increases, limitation of enrollment,
or elimination of established programs.
Severe Crisis
AI Valdez, president of the
UNM Alumni Association, said
in a letter to alumni that such a
budget cut "could result in a
severe crisis fol' higher education
in New Mexico.''
Valdez urged all alums to contact their representatives in the
(Continued On Page 5)
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Nooley Reinheardt, LOBO
Sports editor, and Pete Kendall, MIRAGE editor, report
the action in the National In•
vitational Tournament direct
from New York's Ma<lison
Square Garden starting on
page 8 of toda:y's paper.
The Lobos take on Syracuse
at 2 p.m. 1\IST Saturday in
the first round of the playoff's.
The game will be televised lo•
calll' on Channel 4.
The Lobos will be accompanied by six Chaparrals and
three cheerleaders during their
New York stay.

SHOWN BLOWING IUS HORN Carl "Doc" Severinsen will perform with the UNJ\.1 Concert Band Monday at 8:15p.m. in the Con•
cert Hall in a free performance. Severinsen nppeared with the
NBC "Tonight" show band and has played with the bands of
Tommy Dorsey, Gene Krupa, and Benny Goodman. He first ap·
peared in Albuquerque during halftime ceremonies at the 1965
Lobo•Wyoming football game. Monday's concert will feature
.
· Fanfare," ' ' Concerto for T rumlJe t"
"Transylvama
, and"T'tt"
rt Ico. ''

'

UNM Library Has Facilities for Blind
By JUDY IWGERS
semester and it is equipped with civic organizations in Albuquer- uallr handicapped. ,It will be,,· '
Little is known about the fa- desks carr e 1 s
typewriters, que.
ava!lable for the blmd students
cilities available for the blind stu· braill~wdters, and a tape reThe Braille Service of New here at UNM.
Brailling takes about a }'ear to
dents on campus-perhaps you've corder. It has its own set of Web- Mexico has been responsible for
wondared how the:y< manage to ster dictionaries completely in the addition of the equipment ex- learn, and a braillet must pass a
keep up in class when you're braille, with shelf room left over isting for the students so far, and Library of Congress exam to be•
struggling to get through your- for the addition of. more books ~hey are. currently puttin!f boo.ks co~e a Certified Braille Tran·
self.
as they become available.
mto bratlle :for many hbrartes scrtber. There are currently about
The blind students attending
The Braille S(:rvice. of New across the country. Many of .the 25 such transcribers now in AlbuUNM now have their own fadli· Mexico bas been working on books that they have put mto querque.
ties in the remodeled part of the putting student textbooks into braille are about the .southwest. On campus, Delta Gamma soro•
old library,,
, •
.
braille, a~d many. companies are T_hey also do !arge typmg for the rity has been active . in l'ais!ug
These students are priVIlegea no~ mak1.11g · st~ndard textbooks visually. hand1cappe~ who attend money to help the bratlle serVIce.
for the room hn!! been remodeled available m braille.
schools m New MeXIco.
Thus far only lour blind students
for thei_r nel!d!!, and is. restricted
T
Re d d T xtbooks
Special NewYt~rk Times
are registered at UNM, but thJs
for the1r use and then• renders
ape cor e . e .
·•
number is expected to increase m
The studertts use tape recorded
Recently the Institute sub- the next couple of years and the
only They have the only keys tt~
it '
textbooks to do .their "reading" scribed to a large type New 'York
...
.
bl ' ·
x
• Area Opened Last Semester
nftet the tapes have been made Times which . is published a!'d fac!hbes will proba Y be e "
This area was opened only last by readers and volunteers from prepared speetficallf for the VIs- panded,

''
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Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

... News Roundup
•

Fighting Breaks Out tn Central Java

.r

By United Press International
SINGAPORE-Radio Jakarta
reports fighting has broken out in
Central Java between Indonesian
armed forces and armed Communists. The fighting is in an area
that is a stronghold of forces
loyal to figurehead President
Sukarno of Indonesia. As the report was broadcast, the Indonesian Congress continued debate on
a res(llutilm to oust Sukarno and
try him on charges of treason. He
is accused of aiding the attempted
Communist coup in October, 1965.
--()-

Powell's Lawyers Ask Courts
To Re-admit Him to House
WASHINGTON- Adam Clayton Powell's lawyel'$ asked a
federal court in Washington to
order him re-admitted to the
House.
Powell himself began his reelection campaign with a Bimini
news conference in which he
heaped scorn on his announced
Republican opponent, James Meredith. The Harlem Democrat also
won endorsement from the Congress of Racial Equality as the
new hero of the civil rights move,.,. ment.
In Grand Rapids, Michigan,
Meredith said that Powell was
expelled on emotional racism and
that his re-election would be a
political disservice to the country,
--o-

Vietnam War Drawing
Fire From Russians
VIETNAM-There is every indication the Viet Nam War will
drag on for sometime and the
situation is drawing fire from the
Russians.

. ;"

Latins Are first
In 1-Ciub Show

Russia's Ambassador to the
UN says America's role in thll
war is a striking example of the
violation of the UN declaration
of non-intervention. Nikolai Fe·
dorenko made his remarks in a
speech at Stanford University
Tuesday.
At the same time New Zealand
announced it is boosting its troop
strength in South VietNam from
150 men to 360.
General William Westmoreland
and U.S. Ambassador Henry
Cabot Lodge have extended mili·
tary police control over aU
Americans in VietNam from sol-

In Senate Bill 21

The plant in Mansfield, Ohio
dier;s and newsmen to businesswas the scene again Tuesday of a
men and. tourists.
In the Philippines a four-day wildcat strike.
The plant in Mansfield, Ohio
meeting of U.S. ambassadors stawas
the scene again Tuesday of
tioned in the Southeast Asia and
a
wildcat
strike.
the Pacific came to a close today. ·
The
last
time a strike hit the
Their conclusion, the war must be
Mansfield
plant
almost all of
vigorously pursued to · bring
GM's car production eventually
about peace.
was closed down.
-oTuesday, the wildcat pickets
United Auto Workers Attempt
closed the plant for part of the
To Settle Labor Situation
MANSFIELD-Top executives day. '£hen the pickets disappearof the United Auto Workers at- ed and the plant re-opened. But
tempt ye;sterday to settle the con- not all workers were on the job
fused labor situation at a key early today.
In Detroit . . . UAW officials
General Motors plant.
put out a call for officers of the
Mansfield local. But these local
officers themselves said Tuesday
that they had not authorized the
walkout.

f
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MR. G'S PIZZA
GIVES FREE
COFFEE REFILLS

~.

MEET TOM HALL

Clean clothes .••
•• , last longer!
For Professional
DRY CLEANING

call 243·5671 ~dayl

Judicial Branch Proposed
For Student Government
Associated Students government may get a judicial branch
under the new constitution as a
result of Senate Bill 21 introduced last night by Senator Tom
Horn.
The bill would correct deficiencies found by the faculty in the
original version of the constitution approved by students last
spring. "We hope that this bill
will correct anything objectionable to the faculty so that we will
have a judicial branch under the
new constitution," said ASUNM
Chief Justice Biii Pickens.
Bill 21 is an amendment to the
Associated Students Constitution
and must be approved by the students in the spring election.
The bill would not give Student Court any appelate jurisdiction over the Student Standards
Board. The
had rejected

An outstandingLatin American
group captured first prize in Sunday night's entertainment competition at the International Festival for their p~;esentation of ''A
Day in Latin America.'' The festival was sponsored by the UNM
International Club.
·
Club presidept John Bakas
termed the event a "great success," and estimated the attendance in the Concert Hall at 1500
people.
Eighteen acts were entered in
the entertainment program, and
about a dozen booths were set up
to display the arts and crafts of
the various:. participating coun'tries.
3 Prizes Awarded .
Three prizes were. awatded in
each of the two categories with
"A· Persian Wedding" Teeeivfu~.
second place honors. 'third prize
was shared by "The Minority
Group" (for their very profes·
sional rendition of a rhythm and
blues medley) and the San Juan
Indian Dancers.
The Chinese booth received the
first prize in th~ booth division
for an elaborate and well staffed
display of Chinese culture. The
Iranian display captured second
prize, and Central America was a
close third.
I·Club Progresses
Club president John Bakas also
, ; told the LOBO '>esterday that
progress has been made in the
Club's efforts to obtain an Inter•
national Center.
Bakas said that "the administration has been very helpful and
has offered to rent us an ex-pro•
fessor's house across from the
Newman Center." He added that
"It's not very large, but it's thl!l
only thlng presentely available.
We are now trying to obtain student government backing and fi·
nanci~l suppm;t for . the project/'
Bakas said that the group may
attempt to gain the support of the
Albuquerque Chamber of Commeree for the long term plans of
cortstruetin~ an extensive Inter·
national Center ltl the near future.

ru ...Sat.

this idea because "under the faculty constitution the faculty had
part of the decision on anything
coming up before the Student
Standards Board," Pickens said.
The Standards Board is composed
of student, faculty, and administration representatives.
Student Senate :rejected attempts made last semester to correct this section of the new con•
stitution. The new bill has been
worked out between Senate and
faculty and must be approved by
both.

Utah school teacher discovers technique- of
dynamic readinc.

iom Hall Is Just another guy that likes to play
baseball more than most. Since be's working ,his
way throu&h college, he doesn't have much time
left to study. Maybe even less than you. That's
why Tom enrolled in our Reading Class,
Tom admits that for eight weaks his schedule was
worse than usual, his baseball was at stake. Wom·
en Just had to walt!

T.om Hall Is not a mental lreak, nor Is he a natur·
ally fast re8der. He learned this revolutionary
feohnl1,1ue of rapid reading at tho Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute. Ha Is one of mort
than '250,000 graduates in the United States.

Moderately priced Gifts and Accessories
by
New Mexico Artists and CraJtsmen

You may not learn to read quite as fast as Tom
Hall (and than 11galn you might), But the nation•
ally known Reading Dynamics Institute guarantees
that you'll at leut triple your reading speed wltlt
good comprellanslon ••• or receive a full tuition
refund. Just to show that Tom Hall is not unique,
htre art tht lleglnnlng and ending speeds of recen~
· · cra,aates In thl.s regionr

E. Central at Rhode Island

Improvement by typical Albuquerque
graduates in words per minute
R. M. Chaplin, Business Analyst
Deanne Davis, Student
Wilfred Rondeau, Self Employed
Thomas Snyder, Student
linda Strohmeyer, Student
Donald Bishop, Student
Dale Ballomah, Builder
C, R. Jenkins, Research technician
H. G. Koogle, Engineer
Wm. P. Howell, Psysiclst
Irene Benntlll, Nurse
Chris Weiss, Engineer
Thomas Bridges, Teacher
Claude Parkhill, Minister
John Ward, Student
C. J. Brasher, Newspaper
Basil Pouts, Engineer
Kirsten Anderson, Student
Earl Born, Dept. of Agricult~re
Gabriel Contreras, Sp. Ed, Teacher

'.
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sharpen your wits
withNoDoz
Nol:>oz keep alert tablets or new chewable mints,
safe as coffee, help bring you
back to your mental best,,. help
you become more alert to the
people and conditions around
you. Non-habit forming.

Country. living has many pleasures. Among
them~)ohn Meyer, with their spirited tailoring and
thoroughbred air. Charming examples: tuck-front
shirt-dress with b:JC·k zipper and leather~tabbed
$tretch heft. $24.00
Blouse with roll-up sleeves $9.00
Both in silky-soft pima cotton.
Ring-belted skitt in Dacrone pofyester and cotton
Headband ~ 13.00. charge accounts invited
or convenient layaway

20 I Romero NW
"Historic Old l'own Plaza"

While studying, or afterhours1
sharpen your wits with NoDoz.

Dil:~l

243·7909

1st

8th

283
370
503

11111
1331
2600

«B

5000

265
182
238
250
288
325
430
186
175
218
30()

2700
2000

19()

260
306
295
183

Comprehension Is
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UNM STUDENT UNION
Room231C

Friday, March 10 and
Monday, March 13
5:00 and 7:30p.m.
UNM STUDENT UNION

Room250C
• Y~u will stl a Reading Dyna•lcsaraduate rtad
at amazing spttds from a •oolr lae 1111 never
seen ..fora and then tell In detail wllat lit
h11 read.
• You will see a docllntlnled Ill• tlaal l10lades
actual interviews with Wnllln&foa's Ctllftll•
men who have taken the count.
• You will learn laow we oaa 1111'
to faster
reading, with improved compralltllslol, ptaler
recall.

1••

the skimming techni1,1ues commonly uslll In speed
reading counes. She said, 11Skipplng words Is
dangerous, as you don't know whether or not you
have skipped a word which could change the
whole munlng of the sentenca.

516

1780
1200
11:!6
1500
1610
640()
107()
1()5()
1243
1()2()
1021
1000
1363

Evelyn Waod

READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
Albuquerque, N.M.

207 Dartmouth NE

Phone 265-6761

CLASSES START:
Thursday, Morch 16 7.10 P.M.
Scllurday, March 18 9·12 NOON
Monday, Meirch 20 4·7 P.M. and 7·10 P.M.

You read five times faster," she pointed out, not
by reading tYary fifth word, but by raadlng 11¥1
times as many words In the same antount of time.
Mrs. Wood emphaslztd that using htr technique
of rapid reading, avery word on th• pap Is noted,

11

207 Dartmouth NE

'

ACHIEVEMENT WARRANTY

r•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
: MAIL .COUPON. TDDl! TOr

3706 BroiiWIY

nJl\!st.

oli~veR
urss
tnMn

531-1320

5101 E. Ctftlral
AS-1374

ALIIU~UERQUI

COLO. SPRINGS

LINCOLN
124 N. ur•

lOT. COLLINS
lUI Clf.,IIW

201.01 moulll or••
,E.,2P-1761

i

Thursday, March 9
s~oo & 7:30p.m.

At 1 ..-cent teacher training conference, Mn. Wood
emphasized that dynamic reading Is nothing like

READING DYNAMICS ·INSTITUTE
\

Albuquerque

str11~sed

Evelyn Wood
KANSAS .CITY

SEE
FREE
DEMONSTRATIONS

Evelyn Wood first obstrvtd dynamic rudlng 18
years ago wllan a professor at the University of
Utah re•d her term paper at an amazing 6,000
words ptr minute. Mrs. Wood's curiosity cauud
her to look for other exceptional readers, and over
the naxt few r••rs ~he found so people who could
read faster than 11500 words per minute, with fine
comprthanslon, outstandinc recall and grut read·
inr; satisfaction. She was now sure II was possible
to read faster than anyone llad 111oucht, taut the
qu11tlon ot flow was not yet 11nswered. It took 8
ye1n ol toll and research, worlllnl wllh naturally
fast readers before she began to find the answers.
Eventually she dtveloptd 1 technique wllerelly
the ave111e student was allfe to learn to rtad 3
to 10 times faster. She taugllt her method at the
University of Utah for three yurs, refining It even
more. Further studies were conducted at the Unl·
varsity of Delaware, and the first reading Dy•
nanllcs Institute was opened In Wasblngton, D. C.
In ,September, 1959. Since that time lnstlMes
have hen opened In 61 cities througllot•t the
country, and national tnrollment for tha coursa
has topped 250,000.

Now 1hat the course is over, Tom is still no egg·
bead-or professor. Baseball's still his first love.
But there Is ona t!lflerenC£-Tom now reads tO
times taster. He tinishes his work llefore It
finishes hlml lnd he's still eligible for the team.

The Peddlers Cart

When you can't afford to be dull

He can read 2~500 words
a minute

He's a college
baseball player
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Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics lhstiMe1 D<!pt. L-3-89
207 Dartmouth NE, Albuquetque, N.M.
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A 21-YEAR-OLD mechanical engineering student, Donald R. Smith, has taken the reins of the student government
at Iowa State University in Ames, Iowa. That seems like a
fairly ordinary changeover in student government. Perhaps
it is, but the road forks.
Smith, who sports a beard, has promised to bring Iowa
State into the twentieth century. Several of his programs
include lowering ropm rentals for campus housing, abolishing the outdated 10~30 closing hours for coeds living in
dorms and sorority houses, and working toward cheaper
prices in the university bookstore.
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THESE SEEM LIKE fairly normal requests for change,
but most schools have been working out suitable agreements
with the administration vis-a-vis these complaints, and
gradual changes have been implemented over the last severa.l years. Iowa State is just beginning to shake up its organization, and they have to start somewhere.
He expressed his disgust with the tight hold the University now has on students by saying that "the way it is set
up now, Iowa State was just holding back a student's maturity for four years instead of fostering an atmosphere
conducive to a gradual maturing of students."
"Changes will be made," Smith confidently says. "If it
takes sit-ins, strikes, or the like, it will be changed." His
strategy, of course, depends on the 3000 plus students who
voted for him whom he hoiJeS will have the gumption to back
him up in any attempt he makes to rock the boat that has
been placidly floating along for many years.
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THE STAGNANT POSITION that Smith has found the
student government in and the general role of the student
at Iowa State is not that different from many a university,
big or small, across the country. The schools like University
of California at Berkeley, the University of Wisconsin, or
Michigan State are big names when student rebellion becomes the topic of conversation. Students at these schools
had a gripe, and they protested present policy en masse with
strikes, sit-ins, picketing until the powers that be realized
that action had to be taken to restore their respective campus to some semblance of order.
The smaller and lesser known universities and colleges
can't grab the national spotlight with their students' antics,
but reform by way of loosening strict rules that date back
several decades to an entirely different generation.
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Peace- Keeping Resources
Are Limited, Shoup Says
By JEURY MADISON
What :follows are excerpts from
a speech made by Gen. David
Shoup, retired Commandant o:C the
U.S. :Marine Corps. Though this
remarkable speech was deliverec.l
last May, there h&s been no coverage by the media. Those interested in the entire ~:~ddress may
find it in the Feb, 20 "Congressional Record," starting on page
S2279,

"You're read, you're televised
to, you're radioed to, you're
preached to, that it is necessary
that we have our armed forces
fight, get killed and maimed, and
maim other human beings including women and· children because
now is the time we must stop
some kind of unwanted ideology
from creeping up on this nation,
The place we choose to do this is
8,000 miles away, with water in
between.
"The reasons fed to us are too
shallow and narrow for students
as well as other citizens. Especially when you realize that what
is happening, no matter how carefully and slowly the military escalation has progressed, may be
projecting us toward world catatrophe. Surely it is confuaing.
"Particularly this is true when
we know that a great deal closer
tP"'"" are essentially the same sit·
uations:
1) Since last July, Peru's na·
tiona! army has been battling red
guerrillas in more than half of
its states;
2) Red guerrillas run areas in
several states of Columbia;
3) Many businessmen are leav·
ing Guatemala following ransom
kidnappings by C o m m u n i s t
bands •.•
"It must be a bit confusing, too,
to read and hear about fighting
for freedom. Supposedly we have
it, and I don't think anyone is
going to take it away from us by
playing cops and robbers in
Southeast Asia. Even ao we urge
others to fight for freedom • , •
The people we urge this upon in
Southeast Asia, South America
and many other places have no
tdea of our meaning of freedom.
"I want to telt you, 1 don't think
the whole of Southeast Asia, as
related to the pr~sent and future
snfety and frf'edum of the people
of this t:lluntry, is worth the life
or limb of a single American ..•
"I believe that if we had and
would keep our dirty, bloody dol•
Jar-crooked fingers out of the bus•
iness of these nations so full of
depressed, exploited people, they
will arrive at a solution of their

IOWA STATE may face an extra problem being located 'Special Day' Plans
in a notoriously conservative Iowa, a state known for its iron
clad role of what should and should not, illustrated by the
Harold Painter child custody case which received national
A special "showing" day is
scheduled
Saturday, :March 11,
publicity last spring.
for the UNM Art Museum to co·
Smith is fighting entrenched and well-established policies, incide with Senior Day. Hunsolidly reinforced by their having been accepted as the norm dreds of graduating high school·
are expected from all parts of
for a long time 1 but here's hoping that liberal Smith is force- ers
the state for a "get-acquainted
ful and convincing enough to win the confidence of his fel- with college" session beginning
low students in working toward an Iowa State University at 8 a.m.
The Art :Museum will be open
which not only teaches twentieth century concepts, but prac- from
noon until 5 p.m. Its major
tices them. Let's hope that its administrators are at least show is "Cubism: Its Impact in
open-minded enough to discuss the pros and cons of changes. the United States/' aponsorod by
the Junior League and the Uni~Lynne Frindell versity.

Made by Museum
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own. That they design and want.
That they fight and work for. And
if unfortunately their revolution
must be of the violent type because the 'haves' refuse to share
with the 'have-nots' by any peaceful method, at least what they get
will be their own and not the
American style, which they don't
want crammed down their throats
by Ame.ricans.
"Until you're 21 you can't vote
.•• but You can make your voice
hear~!. You don't have to be a veg·
etable until you're 21. Historical•
ly, demonstrations intended to
bring unrealistic regimes to heel,
have on bahmce produced good
for the exploited masses. Brought
to mind are Magna Charta, Joan
of Arc, China, the Buddhists in
South Vietnam, and where would
the Negro be today withuut the
demonstrations of the recent past

By AHTHUR HOPPE
San Franci8co Chr011iclc

Recent news photographs from Munich, Germany, of a Mr. Helmut
Winter firing dumplings at noisy jet fighters brought forth many a
bemused smile. From unsuspecting people.
There Mr. Winter was, ha, ha, posing with a crude catapult, ho, ho,
which he had loaded with, ha, ha, dumplings. And the Luftwaffe immediately announced it would never tly anywhere near l1is house
again. Ever.
Oh, for those of us who suspect the horrible truth that photograph
brought forth, not a bemused smile, but a shudder o:C uncontrollable
fear.
In a desperate attempt t<> arouse an apathetic world before it's too

late, I can only report an exclusive interview I recently had. It \-yas
with Baron Himmel von Kroop, director of the vast Kroop 9ookmg
Works, the major industry o:C West Vaterland, that peace-lovmg Republic & :Marching Society.
.
"I - was - never • really • an - active • member - of - the • Naz1 Party • good • morning," said the Baron, employing the traditional
Vaterland form of greeting.
"What's cooking," I asked suspiciously, "here at the vast Kroop
Cooking Works?"
"We devote ourselves " he said stiffly, "to the peaceful art of German cooking. Here, as ~vidence, is one of our typical dumplings."
On his desk was a small ball, perhaps four inches in diameter. His
face purpling with the ~lfort, he managed to lift it with both hands
and give it to me.
"Careful!" he cried. Don't drop it. There are innocent people working on the next four lloors below us."
A typical German dumpling, I said,
"Yes," he said proudly. "But with our new secret :f<>rmula we hope
to increase the traditional density and .••"
.
There was a rumbling outside the window. I staggered over with
my burden. Beneath us seried rows of tracked vehicles roared back
and :forth.
"Our delivery system/' explained the Baron. "Peace-loving Panzer
vans on maneuvers ... Look out!"
But it was too late. The dumpling had slipped :from my tiring hands.
With a tremendous CLANK it struck one o:C the delivery vans abaft
the turret, bounced harmlessly off and butied itself 27 feet in the
ground.
''Fortunately," said the Baron, wiping his brow, "our vans are
plated with a two-inch thickness of weiner schnitzel, making them
invulnerable to any known weapon of man!'
Weapon? But according to the Versailles Treaty 1 the Status of
Forces Agreement, the • , .
"Invulnerable! Do you hear?" The Baron's voice rose to a shout.
His eyes gleamed fanatically. "Too long have you disarmed us. But
you'll see. Lebensraum! Anschluss! A place in the sun! Already, under
your very noses, we have begun work on the ultimnte weapon-the
Jnterclmtinental Ballistic Dumpling. Ach, we shall bury you!''
Frankly, I put all this down at the time to the ravings of a madman.
But then, seeing that first crude dumpling laum:lter in the paper • • ,
Oh, let us, if we must, give the Germans those nuclear bombs they
so adore. But, oh, before it's too late, let us, for the sake uf all mankind everywhere, ban the menace that threatens us all. Let us, I s:ly,
stamp out Germany cooking.
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which awakened many slee1>ing
Americau whites? It mny well be
that this techuique has fiually
come iu an exploding fashion to
America and American students.
It shows you are thhtking.
"Don't let yourself get too
shook-up by the over-advertised
encroachment of com m u n is m.
Help people to get things and
Communism will be strangled by
its own umbilical cord."
General Shoup's address, delivered to the Junior College
World Affairs Day in Los Angeles, outlines the inherent dangers in our foreign policies. We
simply do not have the resources
to keep the peace as we see it
throughout the world, and we are
incapable of grasping the true
reason :Cor world revolution, the
discontentment of the 'have nots'
in the world.

Vaferlancl Spurns
Conventional Arms
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Odd
Bodkins
By Dan O'Neill

The Autobiogrophy
of Molcolm X

Alums
Are
Asked
PAGE'S

CORNER To Protest for U.
by
JOE PAGE

I
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This book
supplied for review and available at the Associated Students
Bookstore.)

start one, given any explosive situation, and there were-a-p.d are
~plenty of explosive situations
available all over the county.
Uncomfortable Truth
It may be an uncomfortable
truth, but Malcolm told only the
truth about the condition of
Negroes in America, His statements about hi13tory, about causality, his assumptions, on the
other hand, were not invariably
accurate. But he constantly
grew, ex·panded his knowledge,
did not fear to acknowledge a
mistake. Once a white college girl
asked him, "What can I do?" He
answered, with contempt, "Noth.
ing." She left in tears. Years
later, in expressing his regret
for his answer, he said, "I guess
a man's entitled to make a fool of
himself if he's ready to pay the
cost. It cost me twelve years.''
(his time as a Black Muslim).

(Continued from page 1)
state capitol to tell them of their
concern about the fate of New
Mexico colleges and universities.
He also asked members of the
Alumni Association Board in Albuquerque to contact the Bernalillo county representatives and senators. He urged that contacts be
made before :March 13.

"Tell it like it is!" was a common audience response to the
Great Step Forward
.sermons and speeches of Malcolm
Valdez said that "the passage
X. His autobiography tells it like
of the $42.5 million higher educait is-straight out--keeping in
tion bond issue received a 70.9 per
mind that he tells it from his parcent
vote" in last November's
ticular point of view, his own enelection,
and "this is another
vironmentally conditioned biasgreat
step
forward in our state's
as do we all.
continual pursuit of excellence
.A Unique Man?
for its institutions of higher
The particular vantage point of
learning."
Malcolm X is unusual. It is a
In a recent letter to the Govcombination '()f ma:ny factors, a
ernor,
the presidents of the
number · o:C which arl) hardly
state's seven colleges and univer·
unique: the earlier parts of his
sities urged Cargo to support the
life as burglar, pimp, dope pusher,
recommendations of the Board of
jailbird; I!Ven his conditioning as
Educational
Finance in determina Negro whose father was killed
ing
the
budget
for next year.
by whites is not unique in our
land. His finding of sincere reliBEF Reduces Budget
gious belief, his immersion thereAfter
extensive deliberation,
in, his becoming a minister after
Truth and Justice
BEF
reduced the overall
the
being a convicted criminal, even
budget
by
17.2
per cent. The let:Many
of
his
errors
were,
as
his apostacy (as some would have
ter
says
that
this
cut leaves "no
with
all
of
us,
emotionally
condi·
it)-all these are not unique.
more
than
is
sufficient
to maintioned-and
he
did
not
have
the
Yet, Malcolm X was sui generis,
as anyone who heard him speak educational advantages which tain established programs at procan testify. Anyone who reads may act as a brake on this sort jected enrollment levels and enhis autobiography wi!J know of thing. When he speaks of the able the institutions to hold their
that "we shall not see his like Muslim {not Black Muslim)
"feelings for truth and justice", Maleolm X knew that American
again."
he certainly does not to so from Negroes needed to discover such
"Big Red"
For one thing, this man-born an Israeli point of view. When an identity, some sense of the
past that was stolen from them.
Malcolm Little, known for a time he cites an Indian official weeping
as "Big Red" or Satan", buried in compassion for the plight of
Epitaph
as EI-Hajj Malik El-Shabazz-. the Afro-American, he does not
Let
these
words
he spoke shortbut known to most of us, and to consider the viewpoint of the ly before his assassination stand
history, as Malcolm X, was a untouchable. He was so caught as his epitaph: "It's a time :Cor
man who never ceased to grow, to up in his :fight to secure racial martyrs now. And if I'm to be
develop, and was not afraid to justice in America, he did not one, it will be in the cause of
pay any price his life might de- consider his allies' sins, if an"Y"- brotherhood. That's the only
mand. This constant g:cowth was he was only con~erned with hav- thing that can save this country."
central to his life-and death. ing allies.
AMEN.
Before he developed intellectually
Came a Long Way
(in the "booklearning" sense),
Nevertheless, he came a long
DISCOUNTS TO UNM
he was learning-and improving way. He came to decide that "the
upon--.:riminal techniques. He black man bas got to help himStuDENTS & fACULTY
had a great need to learn, to im·
louis Vrattos
prove, to succeed, to be the self". He came to speak hopefully
BEST. He did so well, in :Cact1 that Negroes would discover
Jewelers
that in time Elijah Mohammed ''what they need to do, and particularly
of
what
they
can
dobegan to fear his rise to promin•
&pert on Swiss and
ence. Despite his constant, out- for themselves, working by themAmerican Wafchs!
spoken reverence for Elijah Mo- selves, among their own kind, in
hammed, to more and more peo- their own communities" volunWATCHES- GIFTS
ple, Muslim and non-Muslim, tarily. And this of course, is the
DIAMONDS
Malcolm X was Number 1, Of road to integration practiced by
Malcolm X alone could be said all other groups in the American
that he was the only man in community, with one e:itception:
all the other "minorities" already
America who could start a race had
a sense o:C group identity.
riot-or stop one.
Riot Stopper
"1 don1t know'', Malcolm commented, "if t could start one. I
don't know if I'd want to stop
Thrifty Motorists Throughout
one".) On at least one uccasion,
he prevented one from starting.
Rocky Mountains
He certainly had the chttri.mm to
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ave\·age of $1,185.57 for each fulltime student each year. The BEF
recommended that this be increased to $1,216.84, an inc1·ense
of 2.64 per cent.
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(By the author of" Rally Round the Flag, Boys!",
"Dobie Gillis," etc.)

WHO'S GOT THE BUTTON?
I'm sure it has not escaped your notice that underlying
the adorable whimsy which has made this column such a
povular favorite among my wife and my little dog Spot,
there is a serious attempt to stay abreast of the problems
that beset the American college stqdent. , ,
Many a trip have I made to many a campus-talking to
undergraduates, listening to their troubles, hearing their
grievances, reading their buttons. (Incidentally, the second and third most popular buttons I saw on my last trip
were: "WALLACE BEERY LIVES" and "FLUORIDATE MUSCATEL.'' The first most popular button was,
as we all know, "SCRAP THE SCRAPE" which is worn,
as we all know, by Personna Super Stainless Steel Blade
users who, as we all know, are proud to proclaim to the
world that they have found a blade which gives them
luxury shave after luxury shave, which comes both in
double-edge style and Injector style, which does indeed
scrap the scrape, negate the nick, peel the pull, and oust
the ouch, which shaves so closely and quickly and truly
and beautifully that my heart leaps to tell of it. (If per~
haps you think me too effusive about Personna, I ask you
to remember that to me Personna is more than just a
razor blade; it is also an employer.)
But I digress. I make .frequent trips, as· I say, to learn
what is currently vexing the American undergraduate.
Last week, :for example, while visiting a prominent Eas·
tern university (Idaho State) I talked to a number of
engineering seniors who posed a serious question. Like
all students, they had come to college burning to fill themselves with culture, but, alas, because of all their science
requirements, they simply had had no time to take the
liberal arts courses their young souls lusted after. "Are
we doomed," they asked piteously, "to go through life
uncultured?"
I answered with a resounding "No!" I told them the
culture they had missed in college, they would pick up
after graduation. I explained that today's enlightened
corporations are setting up on-the-job 1iberal arts pro·
$'rams for the newly employed engineering graduatecourses designed to fill his culture gap-for the truly enlightened corporation realizes that the truly cultured employee is the truly valuable employee.
'Th illustrate, I cited the well-known case of Champert
Sigafoos of Purdue.
,l

When Champert, having completed his degree in wing
nuts and flanges, reported to the enlightened corporation
where he had accepted employment, he was not rushed
forthwith to a drawing board. He was first installed in
the enlightened corporation's training campus. Here he
was given a beanie, a room-mate, and a copy of the company rouser, and the enlighterted corporation proceeded
to fill the gap in his culture.
First he was taught to read, then to print capital letters, then capital and small letters. (There was also an
attempt to teach him script, but it was ultimately
abandoned.)
From these fundamentals, Champert progressed slowly
but steadily through the more complex disciplines. He
was diligent, and the corporation was patient, and in the
end they were weU rewarded, for when Champert fin·
ished, he could play a clavier, parse a sentence, artd name
all the Electors of Bavaria.
Poised and cultured, Champert was promptly placed in
an important executive position. I am pleased to report
that he served with. immense distinction-not, however,
for long because three days later he reached retirement
age.
Today, still spry, he lives in St. Petersburg, Florida,
where he supplements his pension by parsing sentences
:for tourists.

• Pulitzer Prize·
winning book
• Winner of National
Book Award
"The book we have all
been waiting for."

* * * ·
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customary nverage positions in
the national competition for
faculty."
The presidents pointed out that
the seven institutions spend an
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Here's a sentence that's eat~y ro parse: Subject-"your
Yerb-"double." Object-"your shaving comfort when:
you rue Burma-Shave, regular or mentltol, tdong with
your Personna Super Stainless Steel Blttdes?'
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Know Your Senator
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U NM Apathetic, Says Carnes
By LINDA MITCHELL
"If students came to our m~et
ings," Student Senator ' ~am
Carnes said calmly, "they Would
be shocked."
After speaking to several freshman English classes last semester, Carnes said he was amazed.
The highest budget e&timate by
the students was only $5,000. The
actual Senate budge~ is around
$200,000.
"Most students don't even realize that they are giving us the
budget in their tuition," he said.
Carnes figured that each student
pays $24 a year to student government through tuition fees. He
said students ought to"know "how
much they're paying us and if
they're getting enough out of it."
Speakers Expensive
Cracking down on the recent
visit to the campus by General
Maxwell Taylor, Carnes said his
speech was poorly attended and
cost the University $2,500 in
speaking fees alone. He explained

that there was more publicity on
Taylor than almost any other
speaker the school has had, but
few people were interested enough
to come.
A chemistry major who is also
interested in international law,
Carnes has served two years in
student government ranks. He admits that some people will run for
Senate as though it were a popularity contest, but when they get
in, ''they see that there's lots more
to it."
Need Strong Leader
Rapping Associated Student's

President Dan Dennison, Carne:;
said student government needs a
strong executive and "we don't
Explaining that Senate is different from other organi:-;ations,
have a particularly sti•ong one
now." He emphasized that when
Dennison blasted the Senators last
semester for not doing their job
properly, it was later discovered
that what they had left undone
were executive functions.
Carnes said that function of Senate is hard to determine. Besides
allocating that $200,000 budget,
Senate must also be interested in

academic affah•s, extra.curricular
matters, and bringing in big name
entertaintnent, he said.
Too Much Apathy
''Students make a good Uni·
vel'sity ... not the faculty or administration," Carnes said. ''They
have to get more involved than
just going to basketball games."
Carnes noted that the bigh dropout rate at UNM i& diagnosed as
the result of apathy.
Carnes said the apathy toward
student government is not entirely the student's fault, Explain"
ing that students should be made
aware of what really happens in
Senate, he said, "we have to advertise."
Speaking about the LO:SO,
CarneJ; said he would like to see
the paper turned into an exposure
of what is going on around campus, "Pick something and really
hit the students with it,'' he said,

•

Lobos, BYU' Cots
Nob WAC Honors

DELIVERY

TEAM OFFENSE

Arizona

G FGM
10 292
10 274
10 303
10 310
10 295

198
129
100
115
10 272 135

.465
.551
.545
.4.41

'146 74.6
735 73.5
720 72.0

706 70.5

.499 679

67.9

TEAM DEFENSE
Team

ijt:.,

G FGM FTM RB%

Mexico
Wyoming
Brig. Young
Arizona
Ariz. State

iZ

10
10
10
10

~~i

297
299
292
326

m
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Exclusive Dealers for
KEEPSAKE RINGS in
Albuquerque . . .

The newly-formed Chi Alpha
group for Pentecostal students
has elected three officers and
chosen the chapter name Adelphicos. The chapter is the first Chi
Alpha group in New .Mexico.
Bob Whitlock was elected president at the group's organizational meeting. Joe Martinez is
vice-president and Laurel Christiansen is secretary-treasurer. A
constitution has been drafted.
Regular meetings Wilf be held on
Tuesday nights at 8 ~.m.

R.EGISTERED

~}:!SeLke•
DIAMOND

RINGS

They like the smart styling and
theguaronteedperlectcenter
diamond ... o brilliant gem
of Fine color and modern
cut. The name, Keepsake,
in your ring assures lifetime
satisfaction. Select yours at
YCJU[ Keepsake Jeweler'~ store .
He s in the yellow pages under
''Jewelers."
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the spur to become better scholars is in the form of "academic
all - conference" teams and the
"academic All-American" squads
which are chosen in the major
sports.
In the Western Athletic Conference such names as Bobby Santiago, Dick Nemelka, Art Becker,
and Virgil Carter are on records
as being academic all-conference
picks as well as regular all-conference team members.
UNM has an individual scholar-athlete picked each year who
is honored. Last year the top
scholar-athlete for the Lobos
was Ed Burwibl, a member of the
fine UNM basketball team. Burwitz is a senior majoring in chemistry and has a 3.43 overall average for his college career.
"Ed is not only a scholar, he
is a fine basketball player," said
Coach Bob King. "He is the real
brains on the team and we are
ve1•y proud that he is one of our
boys."

Patronize

Lobo Advertisers
•

•

As a
college girl, •
you'll learn·:.
psychology, .~;:
sociology, · ••·
philosophy,
•
econom1cs
and more.

As a

United Stewardess,
you'll put them
all to use.
(And fly to the places you've read about.)

l il ; Campus Interviews
; t:

Wednesday, Thursday, friday
March 15, 16, 17
Contact Your Placement Office
for An Appointment

..
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNitY EMPLOYER
(Employer Paid Ad)

•

•

tradition

pants

SENIOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING MAJOR Don Morse is
shown with a laser, foreground, and a microwave receiver, two
of the displays at the recent Engineering Open House. Students
in each of the four engineering departments prepared displays of
research tools used in their work and competed in a contest for
the best displays.
(LOBO Photo by Pawley)

Listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

SOUTHWEST
ELECTRIC: SHAVER SERVICE

ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR
200 THIRD NW

t r

'. 'J )

247-8219

. ·,

What. about salt
.10 beer .,·We.h~ve nothing ag~inst salt.

G~ton the b'}ttton ! . PaM
•111
Wtth these ttmely \\ • and
buttons that are . · '111111 NT ,
right on the button} , -~.. ;,J

65.5
68.6
71,7
72.3
78.1
85.0

A dozen or so folk singing
groups are expected to entertain
Sunday, March 12, at a Folk Music Festival at the Aquinas Newman Center of UNM.
Festivities will begin at 7:45
p.m. and there will be no admission charge.
Rick Hutt, past president of the
students at Newman, will partici·
pate with his 12-string guitar.
Others inclu4e Ben Chavez, rhythm and blul!s specialist; Dave
Levine and his group in American folk music; Joe Weihe, whose
offerings will include his original
compositions, and Audrey Pascual, singer.

•

To hear coaches and players
tell about him one would think
that Bill Bradley of Princeton
was the greatest basketball player of our day and one who could
have named his price in the pros.
It may be true; Bradley may
have been and may still be one
of the greatest basketball players
of our time, but he is also an example of the athlete who chose
to leave the field of athletic competition to continue his education.
The myth held by the general
public that athletes must be either
·professional athletes or coaches
is ridiculous when one looks into
the lives of most former athletes.
Receives UNM Honors
"We have the standard pro:
gram of honoring the top scholarathletes just as every other
school does," said Pete McDavid,
director of athletics at UNM.
"The young man who is a good
scholar as well as a goo(l athlete
is very much in demand. Not so
much in the pl·ofessional ranks
of athletics, but the employment
possibilities :for a person with
well rounded abilities is great."
The selection of Rhodes scholars from this country helps to
point out the desire to have scholar-athletes as the nation's representatives at Oxford.
"The second most desirable
feature in a candidate :for a
Rhodes Scholar is some athletic
ability," said Jack Korber, area
representative of the Rhodes
Scholarship
committee.
"Of
course the most important attribute is to have good grades and
be an outstanding student, but
the man must also be an athlete.''
Athletes Working Harder
J. D. Morgan, athletic director
at UCLA, says that not only is
the number of outstanding scho
Jar-athletes on the increase, but
that he thinks that the athletes

of today are working harder than
ever before in their off-the- field
endeavors.
"I have the feeling that athathletes are tired of the image
that has been cast and I think
that as a result all athletes, pros
as well as college kids, are more
concerned with improving themselves than is the average person," Morgan said, "If one looks
at the rise of grades among athletes and then looks at the number of professional athletes who
are earning advanced degrees I
think that you can easily see my
point."
Such professional athletes as
Frank Ryan and Charlie Johnson,
both quarterbacks in the National
Football League, are ilrime examples of the advance degree
earners whom Morgan pointed
to. Ryan has a Ph.D. in mathematics while Johnson is working
toward the same end in chemistry.
Teams and Squads
In the area of college athletics

Chi Alpha Forms
'Adelphicos' Here

S?
•

Pu. A11g.

·14595. 655
686 ·
123 ·•
717
125
147 501 723
73
198 .559
'
8501

247-4:\47

FIRST AND GOLD

Engageables

Got aU your

FTM RB"/6 PU!. AliD.

193 .50Q 717 7711

·s~.

Of The

I

so

Team
Brig. Young
Wyoming
New Mexico
Utah
.Ariz. State

RENTS TUXEDOS
COMPLtTE includes Shirt, Cummer·
bund, Suspenders, Handkerchief,
Studs, Cufflinks, Ti~ ond
Jloutonnlere. , , ..... , , . . . . . . HtOO
COAT AND TROUSERS .... , . 6.50

First
Choice

..............I

Athlete- Scholars on Risei
Potential Jobs Are Varied
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
third in a series of four articles
on athlete's gra(les by LOBO Associate Editor Jeff Dennard.)
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By JEFF DENNARD

402 Central Ave., Doll(nlown
124 Coronado Center

Denver-The Brigham Young
Cougars and New Mexico Lobo:;
have won the offensive and defensive honors, respectively, in the
Western Athletic Conference according to statistics released
Tuesday.
The Cats scored 777 points in
ten conference tilts for an average of 77.7, while the Lobos held
opponents to an average of 65.5.
Cowboys Tie Cats
The Wyoming Cowboys, who
surprisingly tied the Cougars for
the league championship, scored
'14.6 points per game for offensive
l!econd honors, and were third in
defense by ho1d\.ng opponents to
71.7 points.
The Cougat·s set a new conference record by sinking 49.1 per
cent of their field throws. and
Utah captured the free-throwSTUDENT SENATOR SAM CARNES works as an 11ssistant on
ing honors by swishing 72.7 per
a research project for ~he UNM chemistry department. Carnes
c~nt of charity tosses :from the
has
served two years m student government and calls for a
I me.
stronger cexecutive in c~arge. In a recent u)Bo interview., he .
Utes Follow
c~lled for mor.e student .mvolvement ln the University, eitlng the
New Mexico took possession on
h1gh dropOJlt rate as evu1enee of student· .apathy.
55.1 per cent of. available re' ·'(LOBO Photo by Pawley)
bounds to lead in that category
closely followed by the Utes wh~
retrieved 54,5 per cent.
,
Fiesta
·
~~,
Although the Cougars and CowEntries for the 1967 , Fiesta
boys are officially co·champions ·Beard Growing contest will be
WHY IS MR. G'S
the two teams will meet in ~ accepted beginning March 10,
play-off game at 8:00 p.m. Sat- Those interested should enter the
u;day i~ Salt Lake Oity, to de- contest at the coat eheck room in
Cide which team will represent the Union. Deadline :for entry is
FAST?
the conference in the NCAA April 1. All entries must be clean
'Western Regional ;playoffs in shaven and have student ID.
~eattle, the following week.,
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MICHAEL D. BRADLEY, .a
senior government majpr .
UNM, has received the $200
John F. Simms Award for his
report on his experiences as a ..
student intern in the state capi~
tol last summer. Bradley was
an employee in the state pet•
sonnel office last summer under
the Summer Internship Pr!J•
gram directed by Prof. Dorothy
Cline, UNM government in·
structor.

at

On radishes. Or french. fries.·
But not in beer.
Putting salt hi your beer;
some say, perks up the head
... or livens up the taste ... or makes
the beer "drier." With Budweiser,
though, all salt can do is make it salty.
Budweiser is complete ... a ready-to~
drink beer if there ever was one.
Wonderful clarity. Real beer aroma. A
taste and a smoothness we know of in
no other beer.
So save the salt for the popcorn. We
put heart, soul and our exclusive
Beechwood Ageing into Budweiser. All
you need to enjoy it is a glass ... and
a taste for the real thing.

Budweisec.
KING OF BEERS • ANHEUSER· BUSCH, li'IC. • Sl.tOUlS
NEWARK • LOS ANGElES • TAMPA • HOUSTON

~

c ',

'
I ,

with wide-track stripes featuring Dacron:
Get the best of two worlds. lhe authentic comfort of Post-Grad styling. The
uninhibited look of bold stripes. 65% Dacron~ polyester, 35% Avril,.ayon. $B
at uninhibited stores. Press-Free Post-Grad Slacks by h.i.s

'
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Blue Key to Take Outstandi~g Me~_.

PETE

Applic:~tions for Blue Key, nn-

OUR MEN

AT THE
NIT

KENDALL
By NOOLEY REINHARDT
NEW YORK - New Mexico
and Syrac\lse will meet for the
first time ever Sat\lrday afternoon and for one the 1966-67 bas·
ketball season will be over,
The Lobos take a 18-7 season
record to the Na tiona! Invitational
To\lrnament while Syracuse en·
ters the competition with a 20-5
mat•k.
The game could turn into a battle of the boards between New
Mexico's Mel Daniels and Syracuse's "Kangaroo Kid" Vaughn
Harper. Big 6-9 Mel is the top
Lobo and conference scorer and
also is the top rebounder.
Harper is 6"4 junior, but despite
his height, he is averaging 14.4
rebounds per game compared to
11.3 for Daniels. NewMexico's AllAmerican center is scoring at a
clip of 21.7 points per contestHm·per is at 16.8.
Ricker Tops
The top scorer for the Saltine
Warriors is George Ricker with
a 18.7 average followed by Rick
Dean with a 17.8 tally. One other
player, Rich Cornwall, is in double figures at 14.8.
The 1967 ap}Jearance in the
Madison Square Garden Event
will be the third in four years
for UNM and it will be the fourth
for the New Yorker's since 1946.
New Mexico has not played in a
post-season tourney since 1965
when it was beaten by St. John's
in the NIT quarterfinals. Last
year the Orangemen played in the
NCAA-beating Davidson 94-78
and then losing to Drake 91-81.

in the UPI poll and Syrac\lse was
once eighth in the AP count.
Finish With Win
The Orangemen ended the season with a 93-78 win over Colgate
at Syracuse. New Mexico lost a
heartbreaker to Wyoming 65-64 at
UNM's University Arena.
Both Daniels and Harper finished the season in top fashion
by setting school records. Mel
scored 26 points giving him 542
for a single season record. His
210 field goals is also a season
high.
Against Colgate Harper pulled
down 23 rebounds for a 365 season mark which ties the single
season record that has stood since
1959.
5 Losses
Syracuse's losses this season
were against Boston College (8775), Louisville (75-71), St. Johns
(71-64), Canisius (68-64), and
Niagara (71-59).
St. J.ohn's was the only team to
beat the Orangemen at home. New
Mexico also lost just one game
at home-to Wyoming,

tiona! honorary fot' senior men,
are available at the office of
Howard Mnthnny, dean of men
at UNM. It is located in Room
157 of the Administrtltion Bldg.
Lanny Rominger, president,
noted that membership is open to
juniol's r~cogni?.ed for theh• set'V•

,.,w

REINHEARDT

In to\lrnament action Syracuse
was third in the Quaker City
Tout·nament, loosing to eventual
cha!llpion Louisville by four points
in the semi-finals. Harper was the
most valuable player in the tourney.
The . Lobos won their own in·
vitational with wins over Texas
A & M and a highly respected
Colorado State University team.
Daniels captured MVP honors in
that tournament,

MR. G's

PIZZA
IS THE WORD

i,c, schohushw tmd actlVItles.
Selections will be made to the
annual Honors Assembly May 4.

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
The Guadalalora Summer School, o
fully occredited University of Arizona
program, conducted in cooperation
with professors from Stanford Uni·
versity, University of California, and
Guadalajara, will offer July 3 to Au·
gust 12, ort, folklore, g!'ography, his·
tory, language and literature courses,
Tuition, board ond room is $290.
Write Prof. Juan B. Rael, P.O. Box
7227, Stanford, California 94305.

_....,..._ --··--- -Albuaueraue's Newest

Hair Styling Shop for Men

ACOHR
The Action Committee on Human Rights will meet Friday,
March 10, at 4:30 p.m. upstairs
in the Union. A constitution will
be voted on and other illlportant
business discussed.

Hair Stylist for Men
Featuring:
Razor Sculpture Kutting & Styling
Hair Coloring-Hair Straightening
Jim Markham

Joseph Chavez

Current Southwe$1

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
2100 Control E., Albuquerque, New Me•lco
Phone 242·0096
Your Texaco Star Dealer

x

haircutting
& styling champion
Both have competed in notional ond internolicmol compelilion
hours 8:30-6:00 Tue.-Sat.
1417 Wyoming NE
for Clppoinhnent eall 298-4718

dua1 on tbe boards the game appears to be shaping up as a battle between a top defensive team
and a squad that can score a hunknow it,
Coach Bob King will be banking
on his pressure man-to-man defense to slow down the Syracuse
attack that is averaging 83.6
points per game, while holding
opponents to 75.4.
On the other hand New Mexico
is scoring at a 72.8 dip and is
holding its foes to just over 60
points ( 61.4).
The two teams shared no com•
mon opponent this year, so one
of the few other comparisons that
can be made is how the two teams
stacked up in national rankings.
New Mexico's highest was third

FOR REN'l'

Meet Oldsmobile's new four-wheeled fun machine-swinging 4-4-2! Specs: 400 CID V-8.
115-inch wheelbase. Heavy-duty springs, shock
absorbers, shaft. Performance axle. Sway bars,
front andrear. Dual exhausts. Beefed-up wheels.
White:.line or wide-oval red-line tires. Buckets.
Carpets. Louvered hood. All standard at one

modest price. Includes dual master cylinder
brake system, full list of important safety
features. Can also be equipped with Rocket
Rally Pac, UHV ignition, superstock ·wheels,
front disc brakes, console, tach, ski rack and the
like. That's Olds 4-4-2-sweetest move on rubber. Make it your move. At your Olds Dealer's.

Ioms Ic~rDtD I

tOS'l'
LOST: A gold ~11111 with two topaz atones
and two small diamond•. Lost around

1

!iM 1

ENGINEERED FOR EXCITEMEflt•••JORONAOO·SlVLEI -•waw.«

Reward offered.

3/8, 9, 10.

•.m'""

In.tertm· a·lrmon

GIRL •"Perienced in housework to do
chores a hours a. day) Monday through
Friday. Hours e.an be set to meet
schedule. Location is neai' Sigma Chi
Hou•e. Call 243-3493,
3/8, 9, 10.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE: '65 MGB blue Roadster. Wire
wh~Js, radio. Like new. Going ove'rseas.
Price $179Q. Phone 242-8174.
3/9, 10, 13, 15.

LOS'l': SqUash blosllom Necklate. Ott saturday, March 4. University Aretta IU'ea,
Ueward offered. Phone 344•184&,
3/9, 10, 13, 1~.

or

the

student community if the planned
cut is accepted by the legislature.
Proposed Cut Bad
The Governor's office has recommended that the Bureau of
Educational Finance's budget be
cut by $2,850,000, resulting in an
actual decrease of 4.78 per cent
rather than the BEF"s recommended 2.64 per cent increase,
which has been described by UNM
President Popejoy as "barely
minimal."
Thorson told the LOBO last

Denn•·~·sonChElected
•

l!ELP WANTED

2$8·6~62.

government

..

night that "a $250 fund has been
made available to ASUNM president Dan Dennison which may be
used to run off letters to be distributed among students and faculty to inform thein of the situation and encourage them to contact their legislators."
Direct Phone Line
Thorson added that a direct
telephone line may be set up to
facilitate calls to the legislature
and the Governor's office in order
to maintain contact with developments on this issue.
The senate resolution calls for
"a serio\ls consideration of the
higher education budget allocation
for 1967-68" by the legislature.''

LBJ to Disregard Color Reproductions
Viet Nom Critics Of Paintings Shown

wnond•d ••• ' ' ' " ' ' " "

277-UG2.

the SUB. Call

dent

est for any week
the war. A
total of 232 men were killed, 1800

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RA'l'ES:
4 line ad., 55¢-4 times, $2.QQ, IIU!ertions
must be submitted by noon on day belore
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building, or telephone 277·4002 or

CLEAN, oil and adjust Portable typewriters $9.00, Efcctrie $12.50, Startdard
$11.00. Special !or UN'M Studento. Ftee
J>ick Up & delivery. E & E 'typewriter
Sorvi~e. 2217 Coal SE. Phone _243-0588.
FLlGitT Instruction. $12.60 per br-. Dual
instruction in a Cherokee 160. Phooe
842•8535,
3/9, 10, 13, 15.

Student Senate unanimously passed a resolution
Wednesday night encouraging the New Mexico legislature to reject Governor Cargo's planned cut in the general appropriation for higher education.
Senator John Thorson,
author of the resolution, said
that he could not presently
envision any progress in stu-

:::!;:~: f:it ~~:e~':.~efh~fh~~~
m
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SERVtCl':S

Kill Education Cut
Says U NM Senate

A Garden of Flowers, color reing in action. The casualty toll for
By United Press International
productions
of famous paintings
WASHINGTON President the Communists was even higher.
will be on view until March 25 at
-aJohnson answered VietNam critHouse
Votes
to
Counter
the UNM Union Gallery.
ics at a news conference yesterSuit
Powell
day afternoon by saying that he
Sponsored by the American
WASHINGTON - The House Federation of Arts, the exhibiwould continue to guide VietNam
policy without regard to person- voted to hire an attorney who tion features selections from the
would tell the federal courts that
ality or politics.
President John:son asked for re- the l'efusal to seat Adam Clayton New- York Graphic Socety. Tweninstatement of the seven per cent Powell is "none of their business.'' ty-six reproductions will be on
tax credit business previously got The action was the House's first exhibit.
for investing in new plants and step to counter the Harlem Demo·
The show emphasizes the works
production equipment. Congress crat's suit seeking his return to of a group of painters who de•
is expected to act soon. The Pres- Congress on charges his ouster veloped a popular style of flower
ident said the move would not was unconstit\ltional. The House painting in the Western hemichange his plans for a July tax will not be waiving its constitu- sphere centering in Amsterdam
tional rights by acquiring a law- during the 17th century. Artists
increase.
The President said he will seek yer.
from many European countries
-aan 80-day Taft-Hartley injunction
adopted the style of flower paintOhio U. Will Remain Open
against striking electrical workers
ing which is revealed il\ the show.
ATHENS, Ohio - Ohio Uni- The paintings on exhibit are reat 13 West Coast shipyards. The
versity
President Vernon Alden productions of original works
strikers, all members of the Inhas
announced
he will keep the which are found in leading art
ternational Brotherhood of Elecschool
open
despite
a strike by galleries around the world ..
trical Workers, walked oft' their
non-academic
employes.
A 1 den
jobs last November.
The show is open to the public
originally
had
warned
the
school
--a-free
of charge.
may be shut down by the walkout.
Casualties Highest in War
SAIGON U.S. officials in

Offense-Defense
As\de -from the Daniels-Harper

EFFICIENCY apa!'tments, 1 block west ot
UNM, $79.50 to $85.00 all utilities p•ld,
Some with Improvements. Furnished, oft·
street parking, Call Sam CooPer, 2658571, eves. 842-8280. Caird•Norrls Realty,
2/6, 9, 10.
LARGE ltP!I.ttmcnt, 2 bedroom, new furnishings, efficiency kitchen. All utilities included. Call Sam Cooper, 265-8571, eves.
842·8280. Caird•Norris Realty, 2/G, 9, 10.
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Did's thinks of your safety, too, with GM·developed enitgy•ablorblng sleerln9 column that can tompreu on severe Impact up to 814 inches: with
four-wav hatard warning flasher; oulllda rearvlew mirror: duol master cylondar br••• srsttm, plus many othit safety leaturu-all olandard t

Associated Students President
Dan Denrtison was elected interim
chairman of the Committee on
the University last night artd a
subcommittee was appointed · to
investigate changes in the course
evaluation guide.
Dennison will act lls chairman
for the remainder of the semester.
The F11eulty Policy Committee has
recommended that a faculty member be elected permanent chairman of the Committee, which is
composed o:i student, faculty, and
administration representatives.
The subcommittee will attend a
forum to be conducted by UNM
representatives of the American
Association of University Profes•
sora later in the semester. Members of the AAUP have suggested
changes in sampling procedures
and evaluation criteria and feel
that the :iaculty should know
whether or not qualified students
are involved in the publication of
INSIGHT.
Several UNM professors, ineluding members of the psyehology department, have volunteered
to advise the INSIGHT staff.

Work Study 0 ffe rs
student 1: mpi oym en t
-

The Federal Work Study Program at UNM has increased its
ranks of student employment
from 38 to 525 in the past yea:r,
said John McCurc, assistant director of Student Aids. McClure
said that the program had a
$0-$45 thousand dollar payroll per
month during the school year and
as much as $50 thousand during
the summer.
The work Study Program is
designed to aid needy students in
financing their college educations
through employment on and off
campus.
Various Jobs Available
Students qualifying for the program are employed in various offlees on campus as clerical workers, as library assistants, dining
hall assistants, in the Union, in
various custodial work, and class·
room and lab assistants, at a min•
imum of $1.25 per hour. In some
cases, students have the oppor·
tunity to work in more technical
areas as computer programmers
and assistants in research. Students are also employed with the
Albuquerque Public Schools Sys·
tem
15 Work Hours
Students are limited to 15 work

hours a week during the school
year, but they are allowed to work
a full 40 hour week during the
summer.
McClure 1mid tha.t many students had the notion that employment with Work Study was nearly
impossible to obtain because the
program was originally a part of
the Poverty Program. He said, "it
is true that preference is given to
the more needy students, but all
students at'e dealt with on an
equal basis."
Those students whose family
income is $3,000 per year or less
qualify almost automatically, but
we put no maximum on income.
We do try -to take care of our
state students first, but if a student is in need, we will help him
regardless of where he is from.
Applications Avialable
Applications for Wc:rk Study
can be :picked up in the Student
Aids Office between ·8 a.m. and
12 and 1 and 5 p.m. M 0 n day
through Friday, Applications are
considered and intel"\;ews are set
up with students accordingly. lf
a student does not qualify for
work Study, he ts considered for
other jobs available. McClure
said that he would be glad to
answer any :iurther questions stu.dents might have about the pro·
gram.

at Madison Square Garde'll
_
fans
big year back in 1964 wl1en the Lobos went all the way tu
finals of the NIT. That year was Coach Bob King's l!illeond at .
helm and since then the Wolfpack has been back to the :NIT
other time in 1965. The Lobos take on Syracuse University tlljs
Saturday in the first game for the U. cagcrs.

